
BERETTA BRX1 large hunting rifle with linear reset
https://www.europarm.fr/en/produit-16335-BERETTA-BRX1-large-hunting-rifle-with-linear-
reset

SKU Designation RGA
French

Law
Caliber Shots Thread

Barrel
(cm)

Weight
(g)

Stock MSRP

BER308 Cal.308 Win BR559 C .308 Win  6  M14x1  57  3200  Synthetic black 
1698.00 € incl.

tax

BER3006 Cal.30-06 Spr BR558 C .30-06 Spr.  6  M14x1  57  3200  Synthetic black 
1698.00 € incl.

tax

BER300
Cal.300

WinMag 
BR555 C .300 Win Mag 6  M14x1  62  3200  Synthetic black 

1698.00 € incl.
tax

A revolutionary hunting rifle with its ambidextrous operation and modularity
Equally at ease for driven hunting, on the lookout or on stalking, the BERETTA BRX1 will adapt to both
right-handed and left-handed hunters, thanks to its innovative rotating bolt.

Increased accuracy with its cold-hammered floating rifled barrel
A rigidity of the whole with its action and one-piece barrel
Magazine with a capacity of 5 + 1 rounds
M14x1 thread with 16mm protection ring
Linear reset bolt

Adjustable ejection for left or right handed use with a simple 180° rotation of the bolt head
Bolt locking with 8 studs for standard calibers and 16 studs for magnum calibers
Ergonomic cocking lever easily accessible and adjustable for left or right handed use
Relaxation with starting weight adjustable on 3 levels (0.9 kg, 1.2 kg, 1.5 kg)
Three position safety
Internal locking aid system
Butt plate with adjustable length by means of spacers
Interchangeable pistol grip to adapt to the morphology of the hunter
Non-slip technopolymer stock
21mm Picatinny rail for mounting an optic

BERETTA strikes a blow in the world of hunting with its first revolutionary linear recocking rifle.

With simple tool-free manipulation, the bolt head can be reversed to allow right or left ejection. The cocking
lever can also be easily reversed for the left or right handed hunter.

Its machining quality and the one-piece assembly of the receiver / barrel, provides incredible precision, lower
than MoA (Sub MoA)

Totally modular, it is possible to modify the length of the stock by means of spacers, as well as to modify the
thickness of the pistol grip to adapt to the hand.

A modern and versatile weapon offered at an attractive price.
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The BRX1 has undergone NATO qualification tests normally reserved for military weapons, attesting to the
reliability of this rifle.

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.


